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It is named after the city of Tucson, Arizona. The second-generation model has been marketed
as the Hyundai ix35 in several markets, including Europe, Australia and China, before reverting
back to Tucson for the third-generation. The Tucson is the best-selling Hyundai SUV model,
with more than 7 million units sold globally since it launched in Of these, 1. The first-generation
Tucson was launched in In the U. Standard equipment included air conditioning, six airbags ,
electronic stability control, a CD player, alloy wheels, remote keyless entry, and premium cloth
seats. The Limited added leather seating surfaces, a 6-disc in dash CD changer , body-colored
cladding, automatic climate control, and heated seats. The SE and Limited were only available
with the 2. The GLS came only with the 2. The Tucson offers modest cargo space but its
easy-to-fold seats can expand this volume so they lie flat. Even the front passenger seat folds
flat for extra-long cargo. There are dual-stage frontal impact airbags, torso side-impact airbags
built into the front seats, and curtain airbags for side-impact protection for front and rear
passengers. Changes for were minimal. The LX became the Limited and got color-coded
cladding, automatic climate control, and a high-performance sound system. The GLS also got
improved cloth seats with the option of a heating element. Both GLS and Limited got
redesigned alloy wheels. The base GL remained unchanged. Changes for were also minimal.
The SE comes with a sport utility rack, has 4 wheel drive, and is a 6 cylinder engine. The vehicle
has range of kilometres A facelifted version of the first generation exclusive to China was
produced by Beijing Hyundai. The second generation Tucson was renamed to ix35 in China and
Brazil, and later became an independent model while the Tucson name returned with the
introduction of the third generation. It was named as one of the most reliable vehicles from the
Consumer Reports reliability survey. Known by the project name LM, it took 36 months and
billion won approx. The ix35's styling was reported to be based on Hyundai ix-onic concept. The
GL comes with a standard manual transmission, but a 6-speed automatic transmission is
available and is standard on GLS and Limited. Features include available steering
wheel-mounted audio controls, hands-free Bluetooth phone connectivity, navigation system,
and a standard iPod interface system including iPod cable. The North American version uses a
different gauge cluster design than the Korean version. The Tucson offered in the U. The GL is
powered by a new 2. The GLS trim includes the features of the "Popular Equipment Package"
and an automatic transmission as standard equipment. Limited models now include standard
electrochromatic mirrors with Homelink and has received Sachs dampeners to provide a
smoother ride. The electronic stability control and motor driven power steering systems have
been enhanced for improved performance. All AWD models now receive standard heated seats.
In China, the first generation Tucson was sold alongside the ix35, and was replaced by the third
generation Tucson directly while the ix35 spawned its own successor, the ix35 II. The later two
only in Europe. The manual transmissions available in Europe is a 6-speed for 1. The 2. In South
Korea, the diesel engine is offered in both front-wheel-drive and all-wheel drive configurations,
while the 2. The North American versions are powered by either the 2. On February 17, , Hyundai
released the first details about its next-generation Tucson ahead of the crossover's official
debut at the Geneva Motor Show on March 3, This model arrived in showrooms in the second
half of , as a model year. For this generation, Hyundai reverted the ix35 nameplate, changing it
back to Tucson globally. Rear storage space is also larger, with seats-up capacity growing from
to litres. Revealed in April for the model year, the North American market Tucson was offered
with a choice of two engines, a 2. Both engines available in front- and all-wheel drive versions.
The Tucson was revealed in the country in August At launch, the Tucson was offered with two
petrol engines and one diesel, along with 6-speed manual, 6-speed auto and 7-speed
dual-clutch auto transmissions. Other engines offered are the 1. Models with the 2. At its
introduction, Hyundai Australia was confident that the name switch from ix35, back to Tucson,
will not have a negative impact on sales or marketing despite the ix35 status as a top-seller in
its segment. First shown at the New York Auto show, the Hyundai Tucson for the model year
received a facelift and significant changes to the powertrain options. Exterior updates included
a new cascade grille, reshaped hood and tailgate design, rectangular fuel door, new rim
designs, and an updated LED headlight design for higher trim levels. The interior received a
major update to include a newly designed dash with lower centrally-placed air vents and a
high-mounted head unit display. For the Chinese market, the Tucson was given an alternate
facelift for the model year with the single model name known as TGDi and 6 separate trim levels.
The 1. In spring , Hyundai started selling the sportier variant N-Line. During the Geneva Motor
Show, Hyundai also unveiled two concept variants, a Tucson hybrid electric and a
diesel-powered plug-in hybrid. The 48V Hybrid combines a 2. The concept plug-in-hybrid is also
based on the all-new Tucson platform and is equipped with a 1. On September 14, , Hyundai
revealed the fourth generation Tucson. The all-new model features Hyundai's "jewel-like" grille,
with geometric daytime running lights integrated in its design. In the interior, the new Tucson

features an optional fully digital instrument cluster and a four-point steering wheel. It also
include a vertically stacked, dual For the long-wheelbase version, Hyundai claimed the cargo
volume will provide a The European range of the fourth-generation Tucson includes five
electrified powertrain options, as well as one petrol and one diesel. The base options are the
petrol 1. Both engines are also offered with a mild hybrid volt technology, which include the
petrol 1. Mild hybrid petrol models is fitted with the 6-speed Intelligent Manual Transmission iMT
as standard. At launch, the most powerful Tucson is the hybrid 1. The hybrid Tucson will be
offered with a 6-speed automatic and optional all-wheel-drive drivetrain. A plug-in hybrid variant
based on the 1. The fourth-generation Tucson was revealed in the long-wheelbase guise for the
North American market in November for the model year. The Tucson Hybrid will also be sold in
the region, bringing a combination of 1. A plug-in hybrid version will arrive later, powered by a
Hyundai will produce the new Tucson in the United States due to its increasing popularity
starting from , despite resistance from the labor union in South Korea. Several exterior changes
for the Chinese market include false exhaust tips in the rear. Top-end models gets a 2. From
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exclusive to Canada. What kind of car is the Hyundai Elantra? What does it compare to? The
Hyundai Elantra is a compact sedan that goes longer in nearly every way: it casts a longer
shadow compared to the outgoing sedan, it travels longer on a tank of fuel, it has a longer
infotainment screen, and comes with a longer list of options. We give it a TCC Rating 6. Read
more about how we rate cars. Just about everything, from its connectivity to its powertrains to
its shape. The adventure stops inside, where a plain dash ribbed with metallic trim wears too
much inexpensive plastic to look upscale. The standard sedan has a horsepower inline-4 and a
continuously variable transmission CVT that unwind power in a leisurely way. Hyundai has
swung from pole to pole with recent Elantras. Two cars ago? Bristling with excited lines and
exaggerated curves. Last generation? We give it a 7, with both extra points awarded to its
exterior. In gray, silver, or other middling tones, it has the chamfered and carved look of a

styling buck before the curves are sculpted in. The fastback roofline is capped by stick-pin
taillights and enough cutlines and edges to send a mating signal to a late-model Civic. The
steering wheel gapes at the shapes behind it: a ribbed strip hides air vents and divides the dash
between dull and duller. The wide center stack and console are canted toward the driver; the
passenger gets walled off by a tall console grab handle that's also coated in gloss black plastic
that takes fingerprints while it isolates. It's not a throne, it's a witness stand. Not very, except in
N trim. Base cars soldier along with a frugal, diligent, but ultimately average 2. Rated at
horsepower, it ships power to the front wheels via a CVT, and does so without much gusto. With
pre-programmed ratios to step through it tries to mimic a good automatic, but it lags from
launches, even in a Sport driving mode. The powertrain lets down what can be an entertaining
car to drive. Take a smaller 1. Our editors leaned toward this model as the better of the two
naturally aspirated cars to drive, mostly because of its stellar mpg combined fuel economy. The
Hybrid transmission can judder between gears and its gas engine can stir up a shudder in the
drivetrain as it clutches in and out, but those quibbles are minor given the major difference in
economy. Strip the Hybrid of its fuel-saving devices, graft on a turbocharger, and the Elantra N
Line emerges with hp and lb-ft of torque, enough for mph runs in the seven-second range. All
the tautness missing from the base Elantra is found here without ruining ride quality. At about
3, pounds, the lighter-weight Elantra N Line strikes a nice balance between responsive tuning
and everyday comfort. It leaves plenty of room for the upcoming Elantra N and its plus
horsepower. The new Elantra is more than two inches longer, an inch wider, and about an inch
lower than the sedan that it replaces. Between the wheels, the Elantra spans more than inches,
which is about an inch longer than before. Our 6-foot drivers can fit behind themselves in its
seats, and head room is ample even though overall height has been cut by about an inch. A
degree of refinement has been lost from the car of just a generation ago. Rear-seat riders get 38
inches of leg room in the Elantra, as much as some mid-size sedansâ€”but head room will pinch
those same 6-footers. It lacks USB charging ports and air vents in the back seat. Road noise is
mostly muted, though. Crash-test ratings are still in the offing for the latest Elantra, but the
standard and available safety features give hope. Hyundai fits every version with automatic
emergency braking with pedestrian detection, active lane control, and automatic high beams.
Adaptive cruise control, blind-spot monitors, and rear automatic emergency braking are
options. Options include inch wheels, Bose audio, a sunroof, power driver seat, and an Android
smartphone-based key that can unlock and start the car without a physical key. We give it a 6
here, based on the standard sedan. The most common Elantra will be configured with the base
inline-4 and CVT. Subaru Tesla Toyota Volkswagen Volvo. Research By Category Body Style.
Start a Loan Request Form Today! New Cars. By Make. New Accent Elantra Ioniq Ioniq 5. Santa
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deals in your area. See Your Price. Dislikes Budget-cutting cabin Middling acceleration Thinly
padded seats Rear-seat head room. Buying tip Elantras with the smaller touchscreen have
wireless Apple CarPlay and Android Auto; bigger screens require a plugged-in cable. The
Hyundai Elantra has big style, big available tech, and big range from a hybrid powertrain. Is the
Hyundai Elantra a good car? Review continues below. Is the Hyundai Elantra a good-looking
car? We think it is, from the outside more than inside. Is the Hyundai Elantra 4WD? No, all
versions are front-wheel drive. How fast is the Hyundai Elantra? Elantra Hybrid performance
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izmo, Inc. Read our Cookie Policy. It was also imported to Europe and parts of Asia from to The
Veracruz was discontinued in other countries, except South Korea. The official date of unveiling
in South Korea was October 12, , and was made available in the United States as a model of It
replaced the truck based Terracan that was sold worldwide except for North America. The
Veracruz is built on a Hyundai Santa Fe platform. The revamped Veracruz was based on the
same platform as the Kia Sorento. Powering the Veracruz is a 3. In Europe, it was sold only with
3. One feature that was not available from the factory on any Veracruz model was a Bluetooth
hands free telephone system, though one was available as an accessory through Hyundai that
replaced the sunglasses holder in the overhead console. However, the optional Bluetooth hands
free accessory kit did not support A2DP wireless stereo streaming of music, as it did not

integrate into the Veracruz's audio system, and instead featured its own, integral control panel
and speaker. Last produced models of were rebadged in , and carried over the extended year.
Hyundai announced on April 6, that the seven passenger version of the new Hyundai Santa Fe
will replace the Veracruz, and that production of the current Veracruz would stop "around
November ". The U. National Highway Traffic Safety Administration NHTSA found similar results
when they tested the Veracruz, awarding it five stars after its frontal crash test for both
passenger and driver and in the side impact event. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Not
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